Abstract—The 5G vision of 10 Gb/s leads to performance and power consumption challenges in the mobile terminal receiver because 10 Gb/s requires 400 MHz bandwidth, faster baseband processing, and an increased number of component carriers and MIMO streams. The contribution of this paper is to estimate the impact from these physical layer requirements to the power consumption of main receiver components, including LNA, ADC and baseband processor with Turbo decoding, in a Direct Conversion Architecture. The estimate of power consumption results from a comprehensive survey of component performance evolution, and extrapolation thereof to estimate trends, and main challenges, towards 2030. According to our results, in 2020 the receiver power consumption exceeds 3 W, and is thus a challenge to be addressed. Assuming the performance evolution continues as observed in this work, the 5G receiver will be on par with the current LTE implementations in 2027 and thus consume less than 0.8 W.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently industry and academia are working on concepts for a future fifth generation (5G) system, which can support the expected traffic increase in 2020 and beyond. Many of the 5G research projects target 10 Gb/s peak data rate in uplink and downlink. One example is the concept [1] we examine in this paper. However, it has not been analysed from a performance and power consumption perspective, where the latter is a 5G Key Performance Indicator [1], whether a mobile terminal in 2020 can handle a data rate 100 times higher than the commonly used LTE category 3 (supporting 100 Mb/s) [2].

In order to obtain 10 Gb/s it is necessary to increase the bandwidth, the modulation order, and the number of spatial MIMO streams, for example:

\[ R_{5G} = BW \cdot N_{\text{streams}} \cdot M \cdot \alpha \approx 10.2 \text{ Gb/s} \]  

where \( R_{5G} \) is the data rate [Gb/s], \( BW \) is the total bandwidth [MHz], \( N_{\text{streams}} \) is the number of spatial streams, \( M \) is the number of bits in the modulated symbol [b] (here 256QAM), and \( \alpha \) is the assumed overhead corresponding to LTE [2]. According to [1] 4x4 MIMO is the 5G baseline configuration.

The increased requirements to bandwidth, modulation order, number of spatial streams and possible use of Carrier Aggregation (CA) will affect multiple components in a receiver. One commonly used receiver design is the Direct Conversion Architecture (DCA) [3] illustrated in Fig. 1 which due to the direct conversion to baseband consumes less power and consists of less components as compared to the superheterodyne receiver. The contribution of this paper is the comprehensive survey of the DCA main components’ performance evolution and estimation of their power consumption towards 2030. This approach has not previously been applied and thus provides valuable insight into what can be expected in terms of a 10 Gb/s 5G mobile terminal receiver’s battery life. The examined components are the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), and the baseband processor as indicated with dashed red in Fig. 1.

In the following sections the evolution of relevant performance parameters for each component is analysed after which the total power consumption of a 5G receiver is estimated. Finally a discussion with suggested future improvements is provided together with the conclusion in sec. VI and VII.

II. ANALOG RADIO FREQUENCY EVOLUTION

The analog Radio Frequency (RF) Front End of a receiver is often based on a single chip implemented in CMOS. In this study it is therefore assumed that the performance of the LNA, mixer and other active components evolve at the same pace because they change CMOS technology node concurrently. Two existing power models also estimate that the power consumption of the LNA and mixer only differ 5-17% [4, 5]. There are a few LNA performance evolution studies available in literature and therefore it is selected as the RF Front End component in this work. In [6] the authors have examined about 30 papers published between 2004 and 2013, but only 2005 to 2011 contain more than one sample per year. Another previous work is the LNA roadmap [7] from 2001, which predicts a Figure-of-Merit (FoM) based on CMOS technology node evolution from 130 to 22 nm, but without details on power consumption. Therefore this paper includes our new literature study using 115 papers from 1991 to 2014, in total covering 145 LNA designs. Details are available in [8].

Our study shows that in 20 years the CMOS technology node and supply voltage has decreased a factor 10 and 4, respectively. This is less than what is estimated by Moore’s law and [7, 9], but since most of the papers are made by academia the fabrication costs, which are inverse proportional to the CMOS technology node, may be one reason for the observed slower technological development.

The surveyed LNAs are either narrow- or wideband, but a common observation is that the maximum supported frequency...
has increased to 10-20 GHz, while most designs focus on cellular and WiFi bands in the region 1-5 GHz. The improvement clearly depends on application demand and thus the support for the centimeter-waves up to 30 GHz [1] is expected to emerge when mobile terminal manufacturers start to request it.

Our study in [8] shows that the Noise Figure has reduced about 1 dB the last 20 years. This corresponds well with the decreasing cellular requirements going from < 2 dB in GSM to < 3 dB in WCDMA and < 5 dB in LTE [10, 11]. The advanced receivers and higher order modulation of 5G may reverse the trend, but requirements are not yet defined.

The study also shows that the LNA gain has remained almost constant. One reason is that even though a high gain can reduce the noise, it may also result in that an interfering signal desensitizes the receiver. Furthermore, it may lead to increased linearity requirements in the subsequent components.

Finally the study shows that the intermodulation performance, specifically the third-order Intercept Point (IP3) is in the range -10 to 0 dBm. Because 5G is expected to apply Time Division Duplexing the IP3 requirements are relaxed [1].

The power consumption for the surveyed LNAs is illustrated in Fig. 2. The trend line shows how the average power consumption has been halved in 20 years. A larger reduction was expected because CMOS technology node and supply voltage have also decreased. The study however shows that the physical area has also decreased to 1/4 and thus some of the degrees of freedom have been used on minimization of area instead of power. Using the trend line for prediction the average power consumption in 2020 and 2030 is estimated to be 7.5 mW and 1.2 mW respectively.

To summarize, the LNAs power consumption and area have improved since the early nineties, while the Noise Figure, gain and IP3 have not changed significantly. We estimate that with the current evolution, LNAs can support 5G in 2020, but work is needed to support the 5-30 GHz carrier frequencies.

III. ADC EVOLUTION

Using the Direct Conversion Architecture of Fig. 1 the next step after down-conversion to baseband is to digitize the signal. This task is performed by the ADC, which according to (1) is challenged by increased bandwidth and modulation order. Furthermore the number of ADCs will increase with the number of RF chains used for CA and MIMO.

ADC performance has been studied extensively, for example by Murmann, who covers 400 conference papers from 1997 to 2014 [12], and by Jonsson, who covers 1700 publications from 1974 to 2012 [13]. However, as a starting point note that in about 20 years the cellular standards, and the related mobile terminals, have evolved from using 200 kHz in GSM to 20 MHz in LTE i.e. an annual growth rate (AGR) of 26%/year. The AGR is used as a metric in this work because in literature authors often provide an estimated improvement either in percent, absolute value, or dB over a certain period. Using AGR thus makes for a simple comparison, averaging, and scaling towards 2030. Manganaro has estimated the energy efficiency improvement [14], using the data of [12]. He estimates high speed ADCs with a bandwidth $\geq 100$ MHz improve 52%/year, while high resolution ADCs with a Signal-to-Noise-plus-Distortion Ratio (SNDR) $\geq 75$ dB improve 20%/year.

In 2010 Jonsson conservatively estimated that in 2020 the sampling rate would have increased less than 5 times i.e. 17%/year [15]. However in recent work [13] he estimates the thermal FoM, defined in [13, Eq. 11.1], doubles every 2 years i.e. 41%/year. Ho from MediaTek has similarly predicted [16] that the Schreier FoM, defined as [14, Eq. 2.12]

$$FOM_S = SNDR + 10 \log_{10} (BW/P)$$

improves 10 dB from 2014 to 2020 i.e. 47%/year.

Assuming that the improvements are only used to increase the bandwidth and thus keeping the Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) and power consumption fixed, the bandwidth will increase as illustrated in Fig. 3 provided that the starting point of the prediction is a standard 20 MHz LTE receiver. The average improvement is 34%/year and using this rate, 100 MHz can be supported in 2020 with the same power consumption and ENOB. If a larger bandwidth is needed the power consumption will increase and/or ENOB decrease.

By applying the improvement of 34%/year the future ADC performance is estimated by extending the Schreier FoM in (2) using Murmann’s state of the art (SOTA) line illustrated in Fig. 4. Technical limitations induce that some combinations of power consumption, bandwidth and ENOB are not feasible, but in general the FoM$_S$ provides good insight to ADC evolution.

The current FoM$_S$ for a 100 MHz ADC with 12 ENOB is $\approx 167$ dB according to Fig. 4. Re-arranging (2) and noting...
that $\text{SNDR} = 6.02 \cdot \text{ENOB} + 1.76 \text{dB}$ the power consumption is estimated to be 50 mW. In 2020 the $\text{FOM}_{\text{5G100 MHz,2020}}$ is estimated to be 174.7 dB, resulting in $P_{2020}$ (100 MHz) = 8.6 mW for an ADC with the same bandwidth and ENOB.

Murmann’s SOTA line has a slope of -10 dB/decade for bandwidths above 5 MHz and therefore the power consumption as a function of bandwidth in 2020 is:

$$P_{2020} (\text{BW}) = \frac{\text{BW}}{10^{(\text{FOM}_{\text{5G100 MHz,2020}} - \text{SNDR} - 10 \log_{10} (\text{BW} / 100 \text{MHz}) / 10}} = P_{2020} (100 \text{ MHz}) \cdot \left(\frac{\text{BW}}{100 \text{ MHz}}\right)^2 [\text{W}] \quad (3)$$

To conclude it was observed that ADCs in 2020 can support 100 MHz of bandwidth with power consumption and ENOB similar to LTE in 2014. However, using 200 or 400 MHz ADCs will result in 4 and 16 times higher power consumption according to (3), respectively.

### IV. BASEBAND PROCESSING EVOLUTION

The baseband processing requirements for 5G are significantly higher than for LTE because the data rate increases 33-100 times, from 100 Mb/s-300 Mb/s depending on LTE category to 10 Gb/s, and the bandwidth increases 20 times, from 20 MHz to 400 MHz [1, 2]. The latter results in more complex fast fourier transformation (FFT), channel estimation and equalization [2] while also affecting the envisioned use of interference cancellation receivers [1].

In [8] the power consumption of 6 LTE smartphones launched between May 2012 and September 2014 were examined, and it was noted how the power consumption decreases with each new generation of chipset and CMOS technology node. This can be related to Moore’s observations, often referred to as Moore’s law, stating chip area will be reduced by half in 2 years. Furthermore, his colleague Gene noted that Moore’s law will also lead to the power consumption for the same performance to be halved every 18 months [17]. However, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors has noted in their latest roadmap towards 2028 [9] that the transistor gate length will only decrease 0.7 times every fourth year instead of every second, and thus reducing the pace of Moore’s and Gene’s laws. Assuming this trend is valid we modify Gene’s law to estimate the baseband processing power consumption for the same performance is halved every 36 months. Therefore the modified Gene’s law AGR is 0.79/year.

The baseband processing improvement estimate is useful because the Turbo decoding complexity, and thus power consumption, increases linearly with data rate while FFT, channel estimation and equalization complexity increases linearly with the bandwidth [2]. This observation is valid for LTE, but because the studied 5G concept [1] also applies OFDM and Turbo decoding, the same dependency is expected.

Table I provides an overview of recent LTE Turbo decoder articles. When the decoding efficiency is scaled according to the modified Gene’s law of 0.79/year and the data rate is increased to 10 Gb/s the 8 references are estimated to consume $\approx 2050$ mW on average in 2020. Similarly Table II provides an overview of 3 recently published baseband processors. The power consumption is scaled 20 times due to the increased bandwidth that affects multiple processes in the baseband processor. The average power consumption for a 20 MHz LTE baseband processor is seen to be $\approx 500$ mW, while a 400 MHz LTE baseband processor consumes $\approx 2600$ mW in 2020 when applying Gene’s law for the improvement estimation.

To summarize it was observed that increasing the data rate to 10 Gb/s will increase the power consumption of the average Turbo decoder to more than 2 W. If the bandwidth, which is expected to increase to 400 MHz, is used as the scaling parameter the average baseband processor is estimated to consume 2.6 W. Thus no matter the scaling technique the baseband will consume a significant amount of power, limiting the battery life of a 5G mobile terminal.

### V. ESTIMATION OF RECEIVER POWER CONSUMPTION

The previous sections presented selected components’ performance and power consumption evolution. In this section the observations are used to estimate the power consumption evolution from 2014 and towards 2030 of a 5G receiver, capable of 10 Gb/s by use of the parameters in (1). We assume the DCA receiver is used for 5G as it has low component count and can be adapted to multiple RF bands [3].

For comparison the power consumption of an LTE category 3 receiver in 2014 is estimated first. The LTE receiver uses a single 20 MHz carrier and 2x2 MIMO to obtain 100 Mb/s. It is assumed that the DCA receiver shown in Fig. 1 is used, and therefore a single receive chain per Component Carrier (CC) for CA and per MIMO stream, composed of a common LNA, a mixer for each I and Q branch, and a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). Based on [4, 5] it is assumed that the mixers...
TABLE III. ESTIMATED RECEIVER POWER CONSUMPTION FOR 2x2 MIMO, 20 MHz LTE AND 4x4 MIMO, 400 MHz 5G.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>LTE 2014</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data rate [Mbps]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth [MHz]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseband power [mW]</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>2620</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single CC BW [MHz]</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CCs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chains</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC FoM [dB]</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>180.6</td>
<td>174.7</td>
<td>171.7</td>
<td>168.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single ADC power [mW]</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>135.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ADCs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ADC power [mW]</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single LNA power [mW]</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of LNAs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mixers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of VCOs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total RF power [mW]</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total power [mW]</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>3800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and VCOs will consume roughly the same power as the LNA, while the filters and the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) are assumed to have negligible power consumption.

By combining the estimates of sec. II, III, IV on RF, ADC, and baseband processor performance, the total power consumption of an LTE receiver in 2014 is estimated to be ≈600 mW as shown in Table III. This estimate is close to the measurements on commercial smartphones, assumed to use DCA receivers based on [3], given in [8] where 800 mW was measured, but including the in-active transmitter and other smartphone components (in standby) such as CPU and display which could not be separated in the empirical study.

The power consumption evolution of the receiver is estimated by applying the LNA power consumption trend line in Fig. 2, the ADC FoM prediction in Fig. 4, and the modified Gene’s law of 0.79/year to scale the estimated baseband processor power consumption in Table II. The LTE receiver power consumption in 2020 is estimated to be 185 mW i.e. less than 1/3 of the 2014 level and thus a significant improvement in battery life is expected.

Assuming that a 5G receiver will apply the same architecture in terms of hardware layout, use of OFDM, and Turbo decoding, the power consumption is estimated using the same procedure as above, and the results are given in Table III. Note the bandwidth is increased 20 times affecting both the baseband processor and the number of CCs. To examine how the power consumption depends on ADC and RF combinations the estimation is made for 100, 200, and 400 MHz CCs.

The main power consumer in 2020 is the baseband processor’s memory and buses will also increase because more
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The main power consumer in 2020 is the baseband processor’s memory and buses will also increase because more
data must be stored in the buffers, while the buses must operate at a higher speed to transfer the data within the transceiver. However, one significant improvement is the more efficient HARQ design in 5G, which lowers the buffer space need [1].

Finally it is important to note that using scaling values 5-15 years into the future leads to large uncertainty. Table IV provides an overview of power consumption variation as a function of Gene’s law. In 2025 the estimates are between 0.5 and 2.5 W depending on the coefficient, but it is worth noting that in 2020 the minimum estimate is still a very high 1.7 W.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time horizon</th>
<th>Power consumption (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

Obtaining 10 Gb/s in 5G does not only complicate the Radio Access Technology design, but also the complexity, area, and power consumption of the mobile terminal. The reason is the decoding of the high data rate and use of 400 MHz bandwidth, 4x4 MIMO and Carrier Aggregation.

In this paper the performance and power evolution towards 2030 was studied for the Low Noise Amplifier, the Analog-to-Digital Converter and the baseband processor using Turbo decoding. The estimated power consumption of a 10 Gb/s 5G receiver in 2020 is above 3 W of which more than 2 W is consumed by the baseband processor. This severely affects the battery life, which is a 5G Key Performance Indicator. The estimates further show that the 5G receiver will achieve a power consumption level similar to LTE as of 2014 in 2027. Finally the use of bandwidths above 200 MHz is challenging because the Analog-to-Digital Converter’s power consumption is estimated to depend quadratically on the bandwidth.

We therefore propose that research targets to minimize Forward Error Correction coding complexity, and provide efficient support for increased bandwidth using Carrier Aggregation.
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